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Abstract

We report room-temperature electric field noise measurements combined with in-situ surface

characterization and cleaning of a microfabricated ion trap. We used a single-ion electric field

noise sensor in combination with surface cleaning and analysis tools, to investigate the relationship

between electric field noise from metal surfaces in vacuum and the composition of the surface.

These experiments were performed in a novel setup that integrates ion trapping capabilities with

surface analysis tools. We find that surface cleaning of an aluminum-copper surface significantly

reduces the level of electric field noise, but the surface does not need to be atomically clean to show

noise levels comparable to those of the best cryogenic traps. The post-cleaning noise levels are low

enough to allow fault-tolerant trapped-ion quantum information processing on a microfabricated

surface trap.
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Noise and dissipation near surfaces and interfaces present challenges in many fields of

science and technology. This includes modern nanoelectronics [1, 2], superconducting elec-

tronics [3], studies of non-contact friction [4], microtraps for ions [5] and ultracold atoms [6],

detection of Casimir forces [7], and tests of general relativity [8, 9]. It is, therefore, impera-

tive to gain a better understanding of the sources of such noise, so that appropriate solutions

can be adopted. In particular, electric field noise near the electrode surfaces of ion traps

has been known to cause unexpectedly high heating of the motional modes of a trapped ion

[10]. Recently, a 100-fold reduction of the noise level was achieved after sputter cleaning

of a trap surface [5]. The noise seems to have been caused by carbon contamination of the

gold surface, but the actual mechanisms are not yet understood. While the noise reduction

is a major advance towards scalable trapped-ion based quantum computing, such work also

shows that trapped ions can serve as ultra-sensitive detectors of certain surface properties.

Detectors operating in the quantum regime can offer unparalleled levels of sensitivity

[11]. Such systems can be used to measure weak forces [12, 13], magnetic fields [14], and

charges [15]. In the case of trapped ions, experimentalists have achieved extremely accurate

control in preparing and measuring the ion quantum state [16]. Thus, by measuring the

effect of electric field noise on the motional quantum state of the ion, one can probe the

noise in the frequency range from 100 kHz to few MHz with remarkable sensitivity [10, 13].

Such studies will ideally be performed in combination with other surface-characterization

and modification tools to provide complementary information about the surface.

Here we combine, for the first time, a single-ion noise sensor in the same apparatus

with surface analysis tools. We use single 40Ca+trapped ions to measure electric field noise

arising from the trap electrodes, sputter clean the electrode surfaces using an Ar+ ion beam,

and correlate the noise spectra with the surface composition determined using in-situ Auger

spectroscopy. After cleaning, the energy relaxation time for the motional state of a 40Ca+ion

trapped at 1 MHz is τ1 ≈260 ms, long enough to allow fault-tolerant quantum information

processing [16]. We find that the surface need not be atomically clean to show such low noise

levels. Measurements performed with a residual gas analyzer suggest that the hydrocarbon

molecules on the surfaces of our vacuum system prior to surface cleaning are generally heavier

than those present after cleaning.

We performed the experiments in a multi-function vacuum system consisting of a 12 inch

spherical chamber, which allows surface treatment, characterization, and ion trap operation,
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FIG. 1. The vacuum system integrates a surface trap (center) attached to a filter board (yellow,

left) on a 360o rotational holder (rotation about the z axis), an Auger spectrometer (bottom), an

Ar+ gun (Ar ion, behind xy plane), an observation channel (Fluorescence Detection, above), and a

residual gas analyzer (RGA, upper right). The laser direction (blue arrow) is at a 7o angle with the

trap axis, defined by the radio-frequency trap electrodes (black lines on the trap). A photograph

of the mounted trap is shown in the lower right corner (color online).

without breaking vacuum. We show a schematic of the experimental setup in Fig. 1. A

microfabricated ion trap is mounted on a manipulator and can be rotated around the z axis.

Depending on the trap orientation, the trap chip is facing a retractable viewport with a large

NA (approximately 0.3) objective for ion fluorescence collection (+y direction), an Ar+ ion

gun (45o with respect to the y axis), or an Auger/LEED unit (−y direction), which allows

us to characterize the elemental composition of the trap surface. A residual gas analyzer

(RGA) is installed in the same chamber, with its axis at 45o with respect to y on the yz

plane and allows us to analyze the residual gases in the chamber, as well as the outgassing

from adsorbate layers forming on the chamber walls. Passive low-pass filters and shielding

help reduce the electronic noise reaching the trap electrodes (see App. A).

In this work, we used a microfabricated surface electrode trap, trapping ions at a distance

of 100 µm from the nearest electrode. The trap consists of a fused quartz chip on which the

electrode pattern was etched using a combination of excimer-laser weakening and HF-etching

(performed by Translume, Ann Arbor, MI). After the substrate was etched, we cleaned it in

Piranha solution at 120oC, and evaporated a metal film combination of 15 nm Ti, 500 nm

Al, 30 nm Cu, 15 nm Ti, 500 nm Al, 30 nm Cu, in an e-beam evaporator with vacuum

better than 3× 10−6 mbar, without allowing the aluminum surfaces to oxidize in air before

the copper layer evaporations. The copper layers serve the purpose of preventing oxidation

of the aluminum surfaces upon exposure to air. Subsequently, we mounted the trap on a
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chip carrier without allowing it to come in contact with any solvents, and baked it in the

vacuum system at 160oC for three weeks, to achieve vacuum of approximately 10−10 mbar.

After baking, we used single ions to measure the electric field noise of the trap and

performed surface analysis using the Auger spectrometer. Following this, we cleaned the

trap surface under an Ar+ beam and re-analyzed the surface after cleaning. We then used

a single ion to measure the noise spectrum after a 40 day waiting period, and recorded

Auger spectra from the surface within a few days from the noise measurement. Finally, we

repeated the surface cleaning, noise measurement, and Auger analysis steps one more time,

all within a few days from each other. We performed both Ar+cleaning runs under the same

conditions. The argon pressure was 10−4 mbar, the ion beam energy was 300 eV, the angle

of incidence was perpendicular to the trap surface, and the beam flux was 2× 1017 1
m2 s

. We

carried out each cleaning step for a total of 20 minutes, resulting in an estimated removal

of 10 nm of material from the surface.

In Fig. 2a, we show the Auger spectra of the trap surface at various stages, taken with

incident electron energy of 2 keV. After baking, both carbon and oxygen were present

on the trap surface. After cleaning, the carbon and oxygen KLL peaks were reduced by

approximately 90%, but their ratio remained unchanged (see [17] for peak nomenclature

and identification). In addition, the chemical shift of the Al(LMM) peak indicates that the

aluminum oxide was removed. After the wait period of 40 days, the carbon peak increased

roughly by a factor 2, whereas the oxygen peak increased by a factor of 5, and the aluminum

partially oxidized. Thus, in this period carbon compounds were re-adsorbed or diffused to

the surface, and some oxidation of the trap surface took place. After the second cleaning

step, both carbon and oxygen peaks were reduced by a factor of 2, but some oxide remained.

We use the strengths of the copper MVV peak, aluminum and aluminum oxide LMM

peak, carbon KLL peak, and oxygen KLL peak to quantify the elemental composition and

surface coverage with carbon and oxygen. From the Cu(MVV) and Al, Al2O3(LMM) peaks,

we determine that the surface metal composition had close to 50 at.% of copper and alu-

minum throughout our study. We show the results of the quantitative analysis for carbon

and oxygen coverage in Fig. 2b. The first set of values, A(1)-D(1), corresponds to a generic

energy-dependent sensitivity of our electron analyzer. The second set of values corresponds

to an empirically determined sensitivity, which gives more self-consistent surface coverage

information (see App. B).
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(a)

(b) A(1) B(1) C(1) D(1) A(2) B(2) C(2) D(2)

O monolayers 0.02 0.002 0.02 0.01 0.8 0.3 1.1 0.7

C monolayers 0.08 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.6 0.1 0.3 0.2

(c)

FIG. 2. (a) Auger spectra at different stages of surface treatments: After the bake (red, A). After

the first clean (blue, B). After 40 days in vacuum (black, C). After the second clean (green, D). In

addition to carbon and oxygen, a palladium peak, coming from the Pd wirebonds used, appears

at 330 eV in B and C. The inset on the left plots the evolution of the signal strengths of oxygen

(blue, circle) and carbon (black, diamond) normalized to the pre-clean carbon value. The inset on

the right shows a low energy Auger spectrum after the vacuum bake, with peaks corresponding to

oxidized Al(LMM), Cu(MVV) and C(KLL). (b) Oxygen and carbon coverage of the trap surface,

at different stages. Left and right sets correspond to different sensitivity calibration scales of the

Auger electron analyzer (see text). (c) Frequency scaling of motional heating in our trap. Color

coding for measured data in (a) and (c) is the same (color online). Solid line shows the expected

Johnson noise heating for our setup. The trapping height is 100 µm.

In parallel with these measurements, we laser cooled single 40Ca+ ions and used the ion

heating rate to extract the electric field noise spectral density at the ion frequency. We

measured heating rates by laser cooling the ion, waiting for a variable delay time, and

determining the change in the average population of one particular mode of the ion motion,

denoted here by n̄. This method determines the noise spectral density for one particular

component of the electric field, in our case the electric field along the trap axis (direction

1//
√

2 (−1, 1, 0) in Fig. 1). The electric field noise spectral density is given by SE = 4m ~ω
e2

˙̄n,

where m is the ion mass, ω the frequency of the measured ion mode, and e the elementary
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charge [18].

We used spectroscopy and resolved sideband cooling on the S1/2-D5/2 transition of the

40Ca+ ion to determine the ion temperature, and thus the heating rate. Before cleaning the

surface of our trap, the high ion heating rates prevented us from sideband cooling to the

motional ground state, thus the heating rates were measured on ions cooled to the Doppler

limit of the S1/2-P1/2 transition. Specifically, we determined the mean value of the thermal

state of the ion motion by measuring the collapse of Rabi oscillations on the carrier and

sideband transitions [10]. After surface cleaning, the low noise of the trap allowed us to

measure the heating rates on ions cooled to close to their ground state, by monitoring the

relative strength of the red and blue sidebands of the S1/2-D5/2 transition [10]. We confirmed

the consistency of these two methods by also measuring heating rates for Doppler-cooled

ions for the trap after cleaning.

Fig. 2c shows the heating rates we obtained for the trap. Before cleaning the trap surface,

we measured heating rates between 5000(1000) quanta/s and 200(10) quanta/s at motional

frequencies between 246 kHz and 852 kHz (red points). The frequency scaling of these

heating rates is ˙̄n ∼ f−2.27(0.23), which implies a frequency scaling SE ∼ f−1.27(0.23) for the

noise. After cleaning the trap, we find much reduced heating rates between 30(1) quanta/s

and 3.8(0.5) quanta/s. The ion heating rates measured 2 days after cleaning the trap (green

curve) are consistent with the values measured 40 days after cleaning (black curve), despite

the difference in carbon and oxygen content of the surface, seen in the Auger spectra. This

indicates that copper/aluminum surfaces do not need to be atomically clean and oxide-free

to achieve the low electric field noise levels in our trap.

For the cleaned trap, we also observe a change of the spectral characteristics of the

noise in the frequency range between 200 kHz and 1 MHz. The heating rates decrease

with frequency between 200 kHz and 580 kHz, and at higher frequencies they show a broad

maximum centered roughly around 800 kHz. The drop-off with frequency below 580 kHz

has scaling ˙̄n ∼ f−0.95(0.28), implying SE ∼ f−0.95(0.28). This scaling is consistent with what

has been measured elsewhere [19, 20]. However, the measured noise levels are close to

the values expected from Johnson noise in our system, and we suspect that at this point

we are limited by technical noise in our system, rather than surface-related processes. The

expected Johnson noise level is determined by the wirebonds and the capacitors in our setup,

corresponding to 6-8 Ω for the real part of the impedance (blue line in Fig. 2c). The peak
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FIG. 3. Mass spectra taken with the residual gas analyzer (RGA). The spectrum taken immediately

upon activating the RGA after baking (red) reveals that heavy hydrocarbon chains were deposited

on the RGA surfaces during the bake. The black (dashed) spectrum, taken after 15 hours of

operation of the RGA when its surfaces were clean, shows residual gases in the vacuum system

after the bake. The blue spectrum, taken immediately upon activating the RGA after it has been

off for 60 days in ultra-high vacuum, shows that heavy hydrocarbons do not redeposit without

baking (color online).

at higher frequencies is reminiscent of resonant behavior and is consistent with a resonance

in our filter board for certain parameter values.

The mass spectra taken with the residual gas analyzer during the first few minutes of

activating it, provide complementary information on the contaminants present in our vac-

uum system. Such spectra are a result of outgassing of the heated surfaces of the RGA

(constructed from stainless steel, iridium, platinum, and ceramics), and they indicate what

types of adsorbates reside on these surfaces. In Fig. 3 we show in red a spectrum recorded

immediately upon switching on the RGA after the vacuum bake of our system (the RGA had

been thoroughly outgassed prior to baking). It shows a wide range of heavy hydrocarbon

chains, with weights up to 100 amu. After running the RGA for several hours, the spectra

became cleaner (spectrum in black), showing that H2, and hydrocarbons around CH4 and

CO were the predominant residual gases in our vacuum system. Subsequently, the RGA was

switched off for 60 days in ultra-high vacuum. The blue spectrum was taken immediately

upon activating it after 60 days, and is free of heavy hydrocarbon chains. Thus, the vacuum

bake resulted in deposition of heavy hydrocarbon chains on the surfaces of our RGA, while

subsequent deposition is free of those. This suggests that the size of carbon compounds

which contaminate the aluminum-copper surface of our trap could also be different in the
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FIG. 4. Summary of representative electric field noise measurements for various ion traps. Mea-

surements done at room temperature are shown in black, those done below room temperature in

green (150 K>T>100 K), and blue (T<15 K). For the noise measurements reported here and in [5]

the non-f−1 noise scaling results in a scatter of the measured noise spectra on an ω SE plot. The

size of this range is indicated using multiple data points for the data showing f−α scaling (color

online).

different steps presented in Fig. 2.

It is instructive to compare the electric field noise measured in this work with noise

measured on other traps. To partially take into account the f−α noise spectrum, it is

customary to compare ω SE for different traps. In Fig. 4 we summarize ω SE versus the

closest ion-electrode distance, for a number of trap noise measurements reported in the

literature [5, 18–32]. To compare between ion traps with different dimensions, one scales

the noise with ion distance from the surface, d, as SE ∼ d−4. This scaling is expected for

noise arising from independently fluctuating, electrical-dipole like sources on the surface

[21]. Taking this type of scaling into account, our noise measurements prior to cleaning fall

roughly a factor of 10 below the general trend of room temperature noise measurements.

After cleaning, the noise of our trap is comparable to the best cryogenic traps. These

observations suggest that aluminum and copper can be good candidates as trap fabrication

materials.

Our results give insight into the sources of noise near metal surfaces in vacuum. The

RGA spectra measured after baking suggest that the vacuum bake resulted in coverage of

some of the chamber surfaces with heavy hydrocarbon chains. The Auger spectra from the

trap surface show that the initial coverage after baking contained higher fractions of carbon,

whereas post-cleaning, the trap surface contained more oxygen. After cleaning, the noise

levels on an aluminum-copper surface which still had traces of carbon and oxygen dropped
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significantly. We also found that small variations in carbon and oxygen did not affect the

noise at our level of sensitivity. These observations suggest that the dominant contribution

of the noise coming from metal surfaces in vacuum can critically depend on factors such as

the size and chemical composition of the adsorbed hydrocarbon molecules, and the precise

surface coverage. Such different mechanisms should be distinguishable experimentally by

introducing controlled amounts of specific adsorbates to cleaned surfaces, and more work is

required to fully understand these effects.

In summary, we have probed the electric field noise near an aluminum-copper surface

at room temperature using a single trapped ion, and performed in-situ elemental analysis

and treatment of the surface. We find that cleaning of the surface using energetic argon

ions reduces the noise to levels comparable to those of the best cryogenic traps and that

the surface need not be atomically clean to show such low noise levels. Our findings further

indicate that the type of contaminant species and the exact surface coverage fraction might

play an important role in the electric field noise of surfaces.
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LEED/AES spectrometer, and D. Hite, D. Leibfried, G. Somorjai, E. Yablanovitch, and
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representing the official views or policies of IARPA, the ODNI, or the U.S. Government.
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Appendix A: Suppression of electronic noise

The static voltages for trapping are generated by low-noise digital-to-analog converters

(AD660). To reduce electronic noise injected to the trap electrodes, we filter the static

voltage signals using sixth-order low-pass filters with insertion loss higher than 90 dB in the

frequency range between 200 kHz and 1 MHz. The last filtering stage resides inside vacuum,

and consists of 47 nF (AVX, X7R dielectric) capacitors on the printed circuit board which

supports the trap chip carrier, as well as 0.6 nF (AVX, X7S dielectric) capacitors, which are

wire-bonded on the chip carrier. The entire vacuum system, including the electronics for

the radio-frequency and static trapping potentials is housed inside a Faraday cage providing

more than 40 dB of attenuation for electromagnetic fields in the range of frequencies between

200 kHz and 1 MHz, in which we have performed electric field noise measurements.

Appendix B: Analysis of the Auger spectra

Our Auger electron analyzer (OCI microengineering, BLD-8000, with hemispherical re-

tarding field analyzer) allowed us to reliably extract qualitative information about the sur-

face composition, but only imprecise quantitative information. To quantitatively analyze the

carbon and oxygen content, we have to correct for the difference in the energy-dependent

sensitivity between our electron analyzer and cylindrical mirror analyzers for which Auger

peak intensities are tabulated [17]. In Fig. 2b we show a set of values (A(1)-D(1)) obtained

by rescaling the peak intensities by a factor proportional to the peak energy, E, as ex-

pected for a generic retarding-field analyzer [17]. However, the coverage values obtained

with this rescaling are inconsistent with the observed changes of the Cu and Al, Al2O3

peak heights [17]. As an alternative, we rescale the peak intensities by factors of the form

E + cEn, n = 2, 3, .... We find that rescaling by a factor E/eV+1.3×10−6(E/eV)4 yields

more self-consistent results. We display these results in (A(2)-D(2)) of Fig. 2b.
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